
MERET 
Pro Series Bags

MineARC Systems - Built for Safety.  www.minearc.com

Innovative bags built with extreme attention to 
detail; providing functionality that will make a 
difference in life threatening events.
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MineARC Systems is the global leader in the manufacture and 
supply of emergency safe refuge solutions for the mining, 
tunnelling, chemical processing and disaster relief industries.

With over 20 years’ experience, our dedication to ongoing research 
and development is driven by our key focus to continually offer 
the best and most advanced safety solutions on the market. 

Our team of qualified engineers, electrical designers and technical 
experts form a global network across several international 
locations including; 

• Perth, Western Australia
• Johannesburg, South Africa
• Dallas, Texas
• León, Mexico
• Santiago, Chile
• Beijing, China
• Reading, UK

This allows MineARC to provide 24 hour service and engineering 
support to our expanding list of clients in over 65 countries across 
the globe.

All MineARC Refuge Chambers and Safe Havens comply with the 
highest international regulations and recognised ‘world’s best 
practice’ industry guidelines. Our key focus on quality control and 
product advancement has meant that MineARC Refuge Chambers 
have successfully saved lives in multiple real life industrial 
emergencies around the globe.

www.minearc.com

Company
Profile

MERET® has served the first responder community for over a 
decade, delivering the highest quality first response gear so you 
can respond faster, and safer.

MERET design all of bags with extreme attention to detail, quality, 
and function. Every feature has purpose. Every material, and every 
piece of hardware is the highest quality. And every bag design has 
a unique function to organize and rapidly access medical supplies. 

Their team works closely with first responders to listen and 
understand their challenges; offering innovative solutions that 
will help them do their jobs. They then work with elite emergency 
competition teams to test MERET bags in real world scenarios and 
validate design concepts.

MERET wants every professional that uses one of their bags to be 
confident with the product, and to trust the brand to always deliver 
the best solution for the job. They stand behind a commitment to 
excellence and guarantee that their products will function for a 
lifetime under the MERET for Life (M4L) Warranty.

www.meretusa.com
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MERET
Pro Series

MERET is built for the professional. 

Professionals who depend on rapidly and proficiently deploying 
medical care during critical moments. 

The MERET Pro Series Bags have been designed to help 
Emergency Rescue Teams do their jobs and save lives. Utilising the 
strongest materials and adopting smart design techniques with 
intense attention to detail, MERET deliver the quality, reliability, and 
functionality you expect when you’re called into action. 
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MERET
OMNI PRO X

The OMNI PRO X is the perfect BLS/ALS system for the first 
responder who is looking for an organised solution for their 
equipment.

The main internal compartment can be adapted to efficiently 
organise large and small items by using the innovative Slider system. 
Overlapping panels are designed to secure internal contents while 
providing easy access to the Deep Stuff Pocket and Stickit Strips. 

The OMNI opens fully in one direction, providing fast access to all 
compartments without the need to move the bag. A large front pocket 
offers space for longer items such as intubation aids, whilst a system 
of grommet holes allow all compartments to be air dried while the 
bag is completely closed. 

The OMNI PRO X has been ergonomically designed for use as a 
backpack, shoulder bag, or carry-bag; and can be grabbed from any 
position using a system of light weight comfort-grip side handles.

The unique design features a hideaway, mountaineering-style 
backpack harness that provides a snug and secure fit. Walk, run, 
climb, or descend; this backpack system keeps the entire bag close 
to your body with a comfortable fit, courtesy of the padded lumbar 
support. All sides of the bag that may come into contact with the 
ground are reinforced to ensure durability and water resistance.

Dimensions: 38cm (15”) x 56cm (22”) x 24cm (9.5”)
Weight: 2.7kg (6lbs, 10oz)

Front name tape area for identification

Front laser cut panel for accessory 
customisation

Fits 4 TS2-Ready modules

1 Deep Stuff Packet and 2 Stickit Strips

Matte finish metal hardware and 
oversized YKk zippers

Double stitching on all stress points

Lined and riveted bottom with skid 
runners to prevent wear

Inner foam construction to maintain 
shape and protect contents

Comfort Grip carry handles and 
hideaway adjustable harness

ü

ü

ü

ü

STICKIT STRIPS

DEEP STUFF

SLIDERS

YKK ZIPPERS
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MERET
RECOVER PRO X

The RECOVER PRO X bag is designed to help first responders rapidly and 
proficiently deploy medical oxygen.

Using EZ-Grab Pull Bars, the two main panels of the RECOVER bag can be opened 
quickly, providing access to the oxygen cylinder and any other airway equipment. 

Internal compartments of varying sizes are designed to accommodate masks and 
tubing, while the side panel can support a Deep Stuff Pocket or two Stickit Strips. 
Dual outer zippered pockets offer additional storage for smaller items. A system 
of grommet holes allows all compartments to breath while the bag is completely 
closed.

Can house M9, D or Jumbo D aluminium or 
425/623L composite oxygen cylinders

Matte chrome metal hardware

Dual rapid access pull bars

Double stitching on all stress points

Lined and riveted bottom with skid runners to 
prevent wear

Inner foam construction to maintain shape and 
protect contents 

Solid-Grip main carry handle and Comfort-Grip 
handles each side

Adjustable sternum and waist belt

ü
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COMFORT-GRIP 
HANDLES

ACCOMMODATES 
TALLER CYLINDERS

OPENS FULLY FOR 
COMPLETE ACCESS

VARIOUS INTERNAL 
COMPARTMENTS

NAVY
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The RECOVER PRO X has been ergonomically designed for use 
as a backpack, shoulder bag, or carry-bag; and can be grabbed 
from any position using a system of light weight comfort-grip 
side handles.

The unique design features a hideaway, mountaineering-style 
backpack harness that provides a snug and secure fit. Walk, 
run, climb, or descend; this backpack system keeps the entire 
bag close to your body with a comfortable fit, courtesy of the 
padded lumbar support. All sides of the bag that may come into 
contact with the ground are reinforced to ensure durability and 
water resistance.

Dimensions: 41cm (16.5”) x 66cm (26”) x 20cm (7.75”)
Weight: 2.2kg (5lbs, 15oz)
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MERET
V.E.R.S.A.

The V.E.R.S.A. PRO X is a highly versatile emergency response 
backpack, with attention to detail paid towards to safe infection 
control procedures. 

The V.E.R.S.A. is completely customisable, and capable of housing a 
range of full size or mini modules with adjustable internal dividers. 
Constructed both internally and externally from non-absorbing 
infection control materials, the backpack is specifically designed to 
be easily cleaned to remove blood borne pathogens.

Double the capacity of this backpack with the addition of TS2 Ready 
modules, which can be configured in any number of ways to make 
equipment access as efficient as possible.

An overlapping inside panel is designed to secure internal contents, 
whilst still providing access to zippered pockets and a document 
sleeve. Outer zippered pockets provide organisation for pens, 
phones, and other smaller items. A system of grommet holes allows 
all compartments to be air dried while the bag is completely closed.

The unique design features a hideaway backpack harness that 
provides a snug and secure fit. Walk, run, climb, or descend; this 
backpack system keeps the entire bag close to your body with a 
comfortable fit, courtesy of the padded lumbar support. All sides of 
the bag that may come into contact with the ground are reinforced to 
ensure durability and water resistance.

Dimensions: 47cm (18.5”) x 33cm (13”) x 27cm (10.5”)
Weight: 3.6kg (8lbs, 1oz)

Constructed from wipe-clean infection 
control materials

Supports up to an M9 oxygen cylinder

Bright internal materials for easy 
viewing of supplies

Fully concealable backpack harness for 
rapid deployment

Oversized YKk zippers for durability

Loop tape lined panel attaches a variety 
of internal modules

Customisable large internal 
compartment, with overlapping internal 
panel to secure contents

Low profile Comfort Grip top carry 
handle

ü

ü
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DOCUMENT SLEEVE

WIPE-CLEAN 
MATERIAL

CUSTOMISABLE 
COMPARTMENT
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